STRESS REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR SCORERS

Have a separate secured area for scoring crew only. Have available:
   a) Computer
   b) Printer
   c) Copy machine
   d) Ample supply of paper

1. Have a separate computer operator who is not pulled to be a driver or boat judge.
2. Enough personnel at Regionals, Nationals – a minimum of 6 plus the Chief.
3. Video review, registration, rest areas for officials, homologator equipment in other areas.
4. Runner specifically for scorer’s use.
5. A list of all appointed scorers and those who are willing to work, so the Chief Scorer may plan assignments.
6. Assign “Ambassador” or liaison to be available to answer general questions from skiers or spectators. This person is especially valuable at the start of the tournaments. When there are many Novices, this ambassador will be able to walk the Novice skiers through their needs and create a positive environment for them to have a good experience.
7. Making event judges remain in close proximity to scorer until sheets have been scored.